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Format
Four challenges were offered up in the form of problem statement, outcome goals, and background
information. Groups then had a series of steps to guide them through the effort in about 45 minutes
and each group reported out at the end of the activity.

These steps included:
1. Framing and restating the problem
2. Brainstorming
3. Identifying the current state of the problem
4. Identifying the players
5. Plotting a path forward

Outcomes
We were highly encouraged by the interest level from this group in workshop sessions like this. We
were able to offer direct solutions for a challenge posed by PHMC, and have delivered a synopsis to
them. The other problem statements were based on conference topics and added to the overall
depth of conversation for certain issue areas.
Any organization concerned with these themes can use this information to help with their problemsolving and long-term planning. These suggestions come from a cross-sector group of highly talented
professionals from companies throughout the city.
We plan to dedicate more time to workshops at future GPLEX 360 events.

The Problems Posed
PHMC Challenge: PHMC is seeking to crowd source strategies for cross-sector collaboration in addressing
individual, family and community health and wellness in West Philadelphia.
Recruitment and Training Pipelines Challenge: How will hiring change to meet new demands of growth,
diversity, equity, and inclusion? Determine ways in which [a specific] industry could attract and nurture “nontraditional talent”
Private Sector Social Impact Challenge: What are the ways in which the private sector facilitates and develops
social impact projects that the government cannot?
Emerging Industries Challenge: In order to attract and retain impactful emerging industries in the Philadelphia
Region, what considerations need to be made? What lessons can we take from defunct industries that once
propped up our regional economy?

More Feedback from Cohort
“It was a lot of information to process in a short amount of time -- just reading the problems
was a lot. That said, we did have a good discussion so that was more the point!”
“There wasn't enough info for a group of smart people
to actually make meaningful suggestions.”

“Do more as it is a great way to meet and work with
new folks which is kind of the point of GPLEX”

Learnings
This workshop was an excellent opportunity to test the workshop format and give people a chance to
work together. We learned that we need to provide more time, clearer worksheets, and more time
training facilitators for each table, or doing away with facilitators completely.
The prompts for each problem should be derived farther ahead of time and directly from companies
with key background information. Except for PHMC’s prompt, the others came from conference
content. More specific questions could be solicited from companies.
This analysis contains cross-sectoral perspectives that provides a wide range of ideas and suggestions.
The group only had time to scratch the surface of these issues, so a deeper dive can be conducted by
anyone interested in using this information.

Thematic Analysis
Multiple tables took on each of the four challenges, and the resulting analysis was
distilled from many groups’ individual note sheets. The following is a high-level analysis
of the group’s processes and recommended strategies. Not all groups were able to
make it through the full workshop process in the time allotted, and some chose to
follow the process steps while others chose to work towards the deliverables.

PHMC Solutions
Stated Problem: PHMC is seeking to crowd source strategies for cross-sector collaboration in
addressing individual, family and community health and wellness in West Philadelphia.
Suggested Deliverable: List and flesh out 4 strategies for cross-sector collaboration in addressing
individual, family and community health and wellness in West Philadelphia.
The Problem: Frame, Restate
PHMC must build trust amongst community members through trusted leadership and meaningful
collaboration with the people they are building programs for. How can they be recognized as the
provider of these services and ensure the people are stakeholders?
The Brainstorm
Build a cohort
•
Establish a board with 51% membership of those community members being served
•
Trust takes a long time to build, this process is length if done right
Convene effectively
•
Crowdsource, convene, host open houses, connect to existing efforts, listen to community
through surveys, facilitate meaningfully, include neighborhood connectors and RCOS, be
visible in community
Develop Solutions through research
•
Focus on Quick wins – safety, trash collection
•
Determine what has (and has not) worked in other community health models, best
practices
•
Consider moving one of these existing health centers to this new campus if the target
populations align
•
Look at what CHOP South Philly health care center did to engage community
•
Develop set of SDOH measures collectively to address issues - really listen and challenge
assumptions

•
•

Create neighborhood advisory councils to ensure the board is setup for success and is
listened to / involved
Hold job fairs for residents in the community

The Current State
There are many ways PHMC can tap into current efforts: leverage the relationships of the existing
health centers in West Philly: See list of the players to tap into. Learn from established programs and
connections: Rodeph Shalom – community farmers market – really use the space to leverage support
– meet immediate need / consider “quick wins.”
The Players
•
FQHC – Federally Qualified Health
Centers
•
Elected officials (city council, city
health, CBH, DHS)
•
Financial institutions
•
Schools (K-12) and higher-ed
•
Hospital systems
•
Community-based organizations
and the people (put the people at
the TOP)
•
State – public health dollars (how to
involve the state)
•
Karabots (University of
Pennsylvania)
•
Food banks, nutrition services
•
Headstart programs
•
Black doctors COVID-19 consortium
•
N 10th Street

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rodeph Shalom
NACS
Job fairs for residents in the
community
Legal issues – contract with city
Penn Medicine
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
and South Philly Health Center
Drexel University
PEC
University City Science Center
Elected Officials
Community Based Organizations
Residents of West Philadelphia
Students
Schools
Churches

The Path Forward + Strategies
• Planning and data gathering: who are the key players, how to build on services being offered,
implementation of surveys
o Pre-opening: establish selves in community, attend existing community meetings,
sponsor neighborhood events, host convenings in the community, do street team
canvassing to gather input/disseminate information, determine “quick wins” that can
be responsive to immediate needs, partner with existing CBOs/NAC to support their
events, work through existing community networks to promote jobs, host a job fair to
hire from the neighborhood, create an advisory board that is representative of existing
organizations

•

•

Roll out community engagement: to learn about needs and how to leverage existing
programs and services, and execute training for staff
o Hire a team of neighborhood ambassadors who can gather data and canvas the
community
o Hire a facilitator who can work with PHMC, Penn/CHOP, and can focus on partnership
management and communications
o Hire a relationship engagement officer and follow up on patients, checks in
before/after
Implement services: utilizing providers who are educated, trained, and supported, pay fair
wages and resource staff so they can create an environment that is safe, welcoming, and stays
connected

Ongoing strategies:
•
Ongoing information sessions –
both virtual and in the space to
continue to source ideas and listen
to needs
•
Members of the community are
communicated to and educated on
the resources provided
•
The collaboration has created a
dynamic model that is adaptive to
changing community health needs
of the community
•
A platform for new business and
community organization ideas that
can plug into collaborative model

•

•

•

•

Break the barriers to using services
and spaces (i.e. transportation,
language, hours of operation,
childcare needs)
PHMC or other large players are
coordinating and supporting ($) the
development of communitydesigned services and projects
Incorporate the workforce needs of
this project into the collaborative
plan
Hire a team of ambassadors to
gather data, canvas, and focus on
partnership communications within
the community

Bonus PHMC Solution for a Hypothetical:
How might we how might we design a medical experience that offers a one stop shop?
Hurdle: We want to reduce the use of hospitals as primary care; Why does this happen?
•
Sometimes people lack access to consistent coverage and are forced to use hospital care
as primary care. Primary care may also be prohibitively expensive
•
Hospitals offer all of the resources someone needs to get will including all relevant
specialist, test, and medications. Going to primary care often requires numerous,
expensive, and time-consuming follow up visits with other parties to actually make

•

progress on your concern. Primary care hours are also much more limited than hospital
hours.
Many people don’t have good relationships with their primary care doctors. Some
people like engaging with younger doctors who take concerns more seriously and are
more willing to listen and research potential problems. Hospital specialist often have a
deeper knowledge and can give faster answers than primary care doctors about unique
situations and conditions.

What would an ideal community health system look like?
•
Expanded hours: Bryn Mawr health center has expanded hours and is seeing better patient engagement
•
Telehealth is a major step forward that could be used to reduce regular visits and target in person care to the more
specific needs of each patient

•
•

Stronger emphasis on long-term care and preventative care
Culturally knowledge of the community will also be important to helping staff offer culturally competent long
term care

•

Community members need to be informed of their medical options and the appropriate times to use each
resource

•

Advertising
o
o

•

Campaigns that can affect behavior would need to be designed and targeted to the platforms people use most like
social media.
Social media influencer doctors and scientist are gaining traction right now due to Covid19 and Americas struggles
with its medical systems. These influencers might be leveraged to make an impact

Preventative care needs to be effectively budgeted for in order to see success. Right now, this budget
often comes from individual departments or teams and that makes efforts haphazard and uncoordinated.

•

The community needs to be involved in every step of the design process to guarantee buy in from the start

Recruitment and Training Pipelines Solutions
Recruitment and Training Pipelines Challenge: How will hiring change to meet new demands of
growth, diversity, equity, and inclusion?
Deliverables: Lay out a plan for your group to approach the skills gap in your industries. Choose the
best represented industry at your table and determine what other types of skills might be helpful for
this industry. Consider changes to the industry, and competencies that could be useful in this industry.
Then determine ways in which this industry could attract and nurture “non-traditional talent” to the
companies in question.
The Problem
•
Supply and Demand:
o Disrupt the legacy systems now
o How might we reach synergy between supply & demand
o Close the gap – start earlier
•
Recruitment:
o How do we recruit, retain, and advance front-line individuals in public health?
o In a world where people can work anywhere, why work here? We need to reframe the
problem – as opposed to attracting and retaining outsiders, how do we retain the
Philly assets already here?
•
Education:
o Need better teacher preparation and resources to build a talent pipeline of educators
o How do we equitably create a nimble workforce to meet need of today’s market and
changing market needs in short/long term?
The Brainstorm
•
Recruitment
o Focus on succession planning
o Build more intentional, long-term relationships between employers & workforce
development
o Establish diverse job/hiring panel
o Strengthen recruitment team and bolster recruitment
o Build self-efficacy for internal confidence and decision making
o Signal what organizations care about for individuals to align wants and needs
o Create industry partnerships building employer commitment to upskilling tax incentive
•
Candidate Needs
o People want good quality of life-what constitutes a solid quality of life? Good
education systems, clean, safe, streets, robust transportation system.
o Upcoming workforce is disruptive (in a good way)
o Employment passport

•

•

•

Education
o Know “what” to learn
o Create “internal career coach” for good learning and career decisions
o Multiple sectors, outcomes for children, Domino effect, job is unattractive, low wages,
military models, employer sponsored, incentives for tax credit and free education
o Entry role (ex. Chipotle) micro credentialing need to leverage transferrable skills
Hiring Process
o Reset expectations around expertise (hirers)
o Reevaluate use of algorithm or AI to review applicants
o Reframe job descriptions
o Create transparency around time involved for applicant in hiring process
o Alter job descriptions for equity and levels the playing field
o Address that organization are competing for same pool of applicants
o Create a fee to join industry partnerships (workforce develops $), this will create one
application for hiring, highlighting shared competencies
System
o Minimum wage needs to go up / barrier to entry / folks need unrestricted income
o Payday loans / financial literacy / predatory lenders get folks banked
o Immigration policies are a barrier
o Transportation barriers due to access, routes available, and safety provided by public
transportation
o Criminal records need to be expunged generously

The Current State
•
Companies need to get their ducks in a row:
o Gain consensus from organization on the problem, coordination, and collaboration
o Ask front line staff to problem solve to reconnect what matters
o Increase internal mentoring and career path development
o Creative incentives to drive recruitment
•
Understand the landscape in which you are hiring:
o Empowerment on the front lines
o Provide education around crisis management, FUSE fellowships, troops, career change,
and funding accessibility
o Address trauma, self-care, and healthcare for care of front line providers. This may
include support groups, coaching in terms of job management and navigation,
wellness programs.
o Greater Philadelphia Chamber has a diverse group of stakeholders (public and private
foundations) coming together to try to make progress on solving some of these
problems as opposed to being reactive

o Leverage the Itasca Project, an employer-led civic alliance focused on building a
thriving economy in St. Paul, Minn.
o Mend the system to discourage piecemeal solutions/ operating in silos to solve
collective action problems
o Increase efforts to express meaning and civic contribution of work
The Players
•
Funding and funders (set and
control salaries, budgets, and
metrics which drive job
experiences)
•
PSD
•
Local colleges and universities,
including community colleges
•
Expand pipeline throughout region
•
Workforce development
organizations can help connect
people, skills, and jobs

•

•

Education – large corporations as
investors, higher ed – Penn, LaSalle,
Drexel, families as advocates, City
Year, Regulators (DOE, IU
(Intermediate Units)
The government (federal, state,
local), the charter (no real big
change since 1952)

The Path Forward
•
Look Internally:
o Conduct evaluation
o Retain and invest, develop exist employees
o Look for barriers to career development
o Reevaluate existing needs & hiring practices
o Address burnout and workplace stressors
o Look for low-hanging fruit for early implementation
o Develop internal pipeline
•
Partner and coordinate:
o Form partnerships with workforce development organizations
o Bring partners together/short and long-term, workforce development, and
industry/sector organization to convene, collaborate, cooperate share best practices
and do what is best for individual/skill/job onboarding and recruiting
o City of Philadelphia/Region partnership with local community colleges – creatively
solve for tyz(?) open positions vs. competing – level set skills needed, recruitment,
pipeline to jobs
o Utilize college facilities > Ex. LaSalle/Community College 2-3 year associates degree in
trades
o Restaurant industry association – one common app, industry passport, upskill,
incentive to employer tax

•

•

o Stop silo-ing funding
o Bring sector/industry agencies together to not compete – match people to role.
Collaboration!
State credentials how does that create barriers for cross control / state movement?
Solicit properly:
o Job description and recruitment pivot: “learn, do, contribute” vs pure job descriptions
and details and “where do you want to start out?” How will this job align to mission?
What is day/skill and the evolution to career? Tie passion and purpose
o 4 viable incentives for retaining companies in emerging industries: (1) low-dollar high
support for venture projects (i.e. race to the top), (2) expedite the process to get
approval for some pilot idea, (3) establish pipeline for civic engagement and disruptors
o Start earlier > “career” path trades
Systems Changes:
o Disrupt legacy systems
o Public policy efforts re: funding siloes, credentials/accreditation efforts which limit
filling positions and position mobility
o Education > Funding from corporations sustained by government
o Associated/trades degrees – debt of higher ed, middle class job won’t be automated

Private Sector Social Impact Solutions
Private Sector Social Impact Challenge: What are the ways in which the private sector facilitates and
develops social impact projects that the government cannot?
Deliverable: The goal of your conversation is to begin to dig into ways in which private/public
partnerships can generate the most impact. What types of projects should be tackled in this way?
The Problem, Restated:
•
How do you best facilitate and determine of public/private partnerships?
•
How do we align incentives in a way that produces sustainable social impact?
•
In order to drive innovation, you have to drive transformation in traditional funding. What
freedoms from constraints does the private sector enjoy vs. the public sector?
The Brainstorm
•
Barriers:
o How do we remove barriers to communities to solve their own problems?
o How do we get non-profits to provide resources?
o Funders’ unwillingness to put money behind innovation
o In order to drive innovation, you have to drive transformation.
•
Inclusion:
o Need to build a level of trust and partnerships to better understand people’s needs
o Private sector to ask the community what they want instead of possibly assuming
•
Measurement:
o Current lack of data-innovation
o Maximize benefit each sector brings
o Systemic breakdown of what are big problems, lead on a community/neighborhood
level, catalogue problems and what resources match
o Use a solutions framework, develop a “playbook” of how to develop a process for
effective private/public partnership
o Assess priorities with community then look at what is common citywide/regionally
o Use financial resources collectively to ensure sustainability after initial project is
complete
o Create more transparent data sharing
The Current State
•
Deliverable – private/public
partnerships can generate the most
impact (for example CHOP)

•

Different approaches to understand
the need

•
•
•
•

Private sector has greater
advantages
Government is a unique entity
Partnering in ways in which social
impact is taken into consideration
Together we’re stronger

The Players
•
Advocacy organizations
•
Philanthropy Network
•
Government
•
Higher education
•
Community groups/civic
associations, etc.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

A common application in the
private sector
Is there an incubator (e.g. well-city
challenge) doing this work?
Can incentives be put into place
that have a legal/regulatory benefit
for the private sector

School district
City/state government
Federal agencies
CHOP
BCorp
ESG

The Path Forward (some assumed start-up funding is secured)
•
Build a strong foundation:
o Select trusted lead to manage pilot, develop model of practice, catalogue existing
examples of successful public/private partnership
o Pilot in discrete business sector
•
Engage the community:
o Gather feedback on practice model and neighborhood priorities and private sector
participants
o Assess commonalities (neighborhood > regional, priorities > regional)
o Scale appropriately
•
Increase overall impact:
o Work with participants to create modules and timeline for future work
o Utilize the Philadelphia Social Impact Index

Emerging Industries Solutions
Emerging Industries Challenge: In order to attract and retain impactful emerging industries in the
Philadelphia Region, what considerations need to be made? What lessons can we take from defunct
industries that once propped up our regional economy?
Deliverable: As a group, determine and outline 4 viable incentives for retaining companies in emerging
industries. Stress-test each option before coming to a final list.
The Problem, Restated
•
How do we attract and retain businesses in emerging industries to the Greater
Philadelphia Area?
•
Emerging industry growth to date in Philadelphia has been disconnected from
Philadelphia’s residents who are experiencing poverty; what are the new tools or policy
changes needed to attract and retain growing industries that provide broader-based
benefits?
•
How do we drive the future of Philly’s Economy?
•
How do we learn from Past/Current businesses to improve success of future ones?
•
How do we guide willing investors where to invest? How do we maximize the impact of
these impacts?
The Brainstorm
•
Incentives:
o Incentives to upskill workers
o Offer space/land
o Universal Pre-K
o Offer tax incentives to repurpose vacant/blighted buildings: Philly is not tax friendly –
this needs to be changed at a state level
o Create incentives to be in targeted neighborhoods that need investment (jobs,
buildings, etc.)
o Cost of living is great, attracting people from surrounding cities
o We could become “start-up USA” if attracting large established companies is hard to
do
•
Partnerships:
o Create partnerships with health insurance and wellness organizations that will support
wellness for company’s employees
o Improving alignment between the city, region, and state
o Compliment top-down ED with bottom up input
•
Build the System:

Set realistic expectations for employment opportunities
Address perceptions of red tape
Set regional identity
Improving education ecosystem’s ability to reskill at scale
We don’t communicate our strengths well
Philly needs to increase its population and decrease vacant lots
We need unified messaging from big organizations about Philly’s strengths not tons of
different voices all competitive
o How do we cope with the decentralization of many industries?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The Current State
•
Taking Stock of Resources:
o Assess what has already been done to determine what has worked (don’t recreate the
wheel)
o Regionally not aligned / have resources to support emerging industries
o Diversity of companies at the navy yard is allowing workers to have choices within
Philly, rather than them having to move to a new city
o Convention center improved major labor issues, used to be complicated and expensive
o Complementary hubs in city and suburbs
o Assess competitive advantages vs disadvantages
o Design standards and incentives for new development
o Determine the strengths of the educational and medical institutions
o Incentivize and connect emerging industries
Look at what we can “borrow” from other peer cities/regions?
•
Challenges to Address:
o School district does not produce adequate local talent
o Still a lot of disconnect between growth sectors and incumbent workforce
o Poverty
o Our identity as a region
o Growth to date has been top down
o City and state realignment
o Thick labor markets dynamic labor force
o What is getting in way of attracting and retaining currently?
o What should we lean into?
o Talent attraction
o Reskilling workers at scale
o Gaining capital access
•
In the Works:
o Site-specific tax incentives (KOZ, KIZ)

10-year tax abatement
Incubators
Districts already identified to welcome key industries (Bellwether, Navy Yard, etc.)
Growth incubators attracting graduating students to stay in Philly and start companies,
need to improve investor connections to these people
o Plans to improve cargo infrastructure will improve logistics for companies and lower
costs, both positives that would help companies stay and grow with place
o Emerging industry
o
o
o
o

The Players
•
Existing tax incentives
•
The Land Bank
•
PIDC – financing our economic
development
•
University City Science Center
•
Chamber of Commerce
•
School district and other
educational return groups
•
Anchor institutions
•
Multi-tier approach – region to
neighborhoods
•
Anti-poverty focus
•
Professional tech sector
•
Utilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Arts entertainment
Infrastructure
Tax structure
Available land
Ex: Solar installation
Greater Select Philadelphia –
attracting business to the region
Campus Philly – Talent Retention
CCP – Designs training to meet
people where they are and where
the jobs are
JEVS – Job Training
Philadelphia Works
GPCC, State government, Educators

The Path Forward
•
Collaborate:
o Collaborative agreement: Research strategy, agree on tactics and goals that
streamlines and creates incentives to the process to attract talent, improve economic
development and outline goals and processes that hold the organizations accountable
o Improve communication of Philly’s capabilities to the outside world
o Improve connection between incubators, innovators, and investors and align money to
the people who need it
o Identify types of education that would guide future industries and improve on
offerings
•
Scale:
o Seed/scale with capital (land, $) new models like neighborhood trust model
o Provide new capital for emerging energy/carbon neutral goods

o Focus on capital access for minority owned businesses both in terms of legislative
solutions and grant money
o Improve population density

